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urned student files lawsuit
However, in a lawsuit filed Friday
in Coles County Circuit Court, four
defendants were named in McCoy's
attorney representing Eastern suit which contained 14 counts of
ent Greg McCoy has filed a law~ complaints alleging the defendants'
alleging that a fraternity hazing negligence led to McCoy's burns.
dent caused McCoy to be burned
McCoy's attorney Peter Borich,
caustic chemicals on 80 percent of said McCoy claims members of the
body.
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity threw him
Until last week, McCoy had into a pile of lime at Gano Welding
· ed his burns were not related to Supplies, 623 Monroe Ave., in the
y sort of hazing incident. McCoy early morning hours of March 6.
ted earlier that he was alone when
As a result of the incident, more
passed out in a lime pit on the than 80 percent of McCoy's body was
t of March 6.
burned by caustic chemicals. McCoy

has remained at the
burn unit of Springfield Memorial Medical Center since the
incident.
According
to
Borich,
McCoy
claims the Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity members forced
Greg McCoy
him to consume
"large amounts of
alcohol" at Mother's Bar, 506 Monroe
Ave., and later at the Uptowner, 623
Monroe Ave.

Borich said the incident was a
result of ''hell week," a period during
which students are initiated into the
fraternity.
Borich believes that McCoy was
definitely hazed the week he was initiated into the fraternity.
"He played the drinking game
'third man out' with other (fraternity)
members, was forced to drink to
extreme intoxication and was
stripped naked and thrown in front of
sororities," Borich said.
Named as defendants in McCoy's

Band of Giants stands tall
1,100 enjoy
UB concert

• Continued on Page 2

Voting
drive set
for today,
Tuesday
By MINDY GLAZE
Staff writer

Perhaps not everybody was
as lucky as Heather Traskos.
The freshman art history
major walked away from
Saturday night's They
Might Be Giants concert
with a lovely memento.
"I've got rug burns on my
arms from rubbing up
against people," Traskos
said. "It was a transcendental experience. It can't be
explained."
Trasko was one of the
estimated 1,100 students
and area residents who
attended the They Might Be
Giants concert Saturday
LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer
night in Lantz Gymnasium. Ambassadors of Brooklyn, John Flansburgh (right) and Tony Maimone (left] of They
The Giants appeared with Might Be Giants, play to an estimated crowd of l, l 00 students in Lantz Gymnasium
electric zither soloist Brian
Saturday evening.
Dewan as the opening act.
With such a small crowd,
the show developed more of
an intimate appeal. The
crowd pressed forward as
soon as the Giants came on
stage.
Through their relatively By BRIAN HUCHEL
"When we started the band, it seemed pretty clear to us that the 'they' was not 'we.'"
short set, the Giants per- Campus editor
"I certainly feel, however, like we parallel
formed a mixture of songs
They might be popular now, but alterna- Ross Perot in appeal, in that we don't make
t1ff their upcoming album
•John Henry" and trade- tive band They Might Be Giants did not set a terrible amount of sense. We're sporadic,
out to become rock stars, said an original and we have a big cult following because
mark classics.
band
member.
The only break in the
(our fans) are really sick of everything else."
They Might Be Giants performed in front
Flansburgh explained his band provides
Giants' electric performance
was when they lost control of about 1,100 students in Lantz Gym something that doesn't reflect a current fad.
"We're on the margins of the culture,"
of the audience for about Saturday night. The Charleston concert
four or five minutes while was part of the band's national tour to pro- Flansburgh added.
Despite traveling all over the world,
they asked for requests mote a new album debuting in September.
Surprisingly, the name They Might Be Flansburgh said the size of Charleston and
from the security guards.
They quickly made up for Giants was decided at a time when becom- Eastern provides a comfortable crowd for
the time lapse by perform- ing music "giants" was not the expected the performing style of his band, which
ing Jimmy Buffett's "Marga- outcome of starting a band, said electric added five new members to the original
guitarist John Flansburgh.
music duo in 1992.
ritaville."
"We named ourselves at a time when
"We've been performing a long time, and
"It was incredibly groovy,"
said Jim O'Neil, a senior even a modest music career ahead of us w~ seem sort of lucky that it has been increseemed pretty laughable," Flansburgh said.

They Might Be Giants take
a look back at their origin

• Continued on Page 2
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A voter registration drive
will be held from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. Monday and Tuesday by
the South Quad, the Library
Quad and outside the Textbook Rental Service.
"If students exercised their
right to vote (in Charleston),
they could empower themselves as the largest lobbying
group in the district," Student Senate member Nick
Bart said.
Students must have their
driver's license and proof of
Charleston residency. A utility bill or official mail can
serve as proof of city residency.
Student Senate bylaws
mandate that the Senate
offer students the opportunity to register to vote in the
16th District, the main student district in Charleston.
"Hopefully (Student Senate) can reach a lot of young
people (with the drive) and
encourage them to register in
this district," Speaker of the
Senate Bobby Smith said.
Smith chaired the senatesponsored voter registration
committee during the Fall
1992 semester.
"It's for everybody," Smith
said. "We just want to get
people registered."
Charleston's Election
Commission will give the
near 30 Student Senate
members running the registration table deputy registrar
status in order to conduct the
drive.
About 1,200 students are
registered in the 16th
District but only 26 people
voted in from the district in
the November 1993 election.

The Daily Eastern

Charleston school board adopts gang poli
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

.
'
·
'

Even though the Charleston
School Board has tentatively adopted a gang policy, the campus police
chief said he sees no need to implement · such an ordinance on
Eastern's campus.
At Wednesday night's Charleston
School Board meeting, the board
voted to adopt a "pro-active policy"
to allow school administrators at
district schools to discipline stu-

dents if signs of gang activity occur
on school grounds or at a school
function.
The gang policy still awaits final
approval at the school board's May
meeting. School Superintendent Bill
Hill said he suspects some students
are tempted to join gangs and
reports of gang symbols around
Charleston were reasons the board
is trying to deter gang activity.
Campus Police Chief Tom Larson
said gang activity has not been a
problem on campus this year or in

the past.
However, Larson said with 10,000
students coming to Eastern, anywhere from St. Louis to Cb,icago,
there is bound to be some gang
activity, but nothing has been
reported to police so far.
"It'd be naive to say we don't have
any gang activity," Larson added.
Larson said there's been a couple
instances of gang insignias written
on bathroom walls, but nothing serious.
If gang activity was reported to

the police station, Larson said
would take actions necessary
gang occurances.
The school board's policy de
gang as an organized street or
group, of two or more per
whose purposes include com
unlawful acts and violating s
rules.
"They wanted something a
able if they ever come in co
with a gang problem," said s
board member Ron Miller o
gang ordinance.

Burned~~~~~~•From Page 1

lawsuit are: Delta Sigma Phi fraternity (Eastern's Delta Psi
Chapter); V.V. Hensiek, Inc., the
owner of Mother's Bar; Craig Stear
and Paula Bidle-Stear of the
Uptowner tavern and Gano Welding Supplies.
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity is
named in six counts in the suit.
Borich said one hazing allegation
is that McCoy was required to
drink to intoxication. Borich thinks
it is a duty of the fraternity to take
care of McCoy after he became
intoxicated.
"The fraternity has a duty not to
haze," Borich added.
McCoy claims in the suit he was
hazed at Mother's bar by being
forced to consume large amounts of
alcohol. He also claims to have
bee.n hazed when he was thrown
into the lime pit at Gano Welding
Supplies.
.-. Mothe:r's Bflr and the Uptowner
are each named in two counts of
the suit. Borich said the bars are
negligent because fraternity members were served alcohol and while
under the influence, they participated in acts which caused
McCoy's injuries.
The complaints also allege the
two different bar owners and their
respective employees were negligent by "serving and giving alcohol

• FromPage 1

to underage and intoxicated
pledges and members of the fraternity," who then participated in acts
which led to McCoy's injuries.
McCoy was only 20 at the time
of his injury. The state's legal
drinking age is 21.
The complaint against Gano
Welding Supplies alleges the corporation "violated its duty of care
owed to Mr. McCoy to protect
and/or warn him against the presence on its property of an artificial
condition that was likely to cause
death or serious bodily harm."
Borich said the main gate to the
building's entrance was left
opened, and the fencing around the
establishment is in disrepair.
Each count in the suit asks in
excess of $15,000 to compensate for
McCoy's injuries. Borich said there
is no specific price tag. However, a
proper pleading of $15,000 is to
keep the suit out of small claims
court.
Borich said he doesn't know
when the case will appear in court.
"It depends on our client's condition, and the actions of the defendants," Borich said.
Delta Sigma Phi president Rick
Wright refused to comment on
McCoy's lawsuit. Also, Eileen
Sullivan, assistant director of student activities in charge of greek
affairs, was unavailable for comment Sunday.

from the University of Illinois. "It
was the second time I saw them and
they rocked the house both times."
"I loved it," said Heather Stevenson who traveled from Effingham to
see the Giants. "I thought it was
great.
"Brian Dewan was kind of boring
though."
Dewan's folkish melodies were
not enough to capture the audience's
attention, as the crowd remained
restless throughout a majority of his
opening performance.
He did bring about a roaring reaction from the audience with songs
such as "99 Cops."
"It sucked," said freshman zoology
major Melanie Alloway. "It was

""From Page 1

mental rather than a sudden switch
from performing in a club, to doing
really large shows," Flansburgh
said. "It happens a lot more often
that we get 1,000 person crowds
now than before. We've been lucky
to be able to work up our abilities to
telegraph our music to that big of a
crowd."
The crowd's attitude, and not its
size, usually dictates the mood of a
They Might Be Giants concert,
Flansburgh said.

awful. They couldn't have paid
to be here."
David Milberg, director of st
activities, said he was pleased
the total outcome of the concert.
"This was one of the easier
certs) to manage from all as
Milberg said. "The people were
to work with and (the crowd)
pretty calm throughout the con
"There were no problems I
said Sgt. Ron Osborne, one o
campus police officers who
patrolling the concert. "Bes
someone setting off a fire al
was peaceful. I didn't expect
broken noses or teeth."
The fire alarm at the south
entrance of Lantz Gym was
midway through They Migh
Giants' performance.

"(The band) really responds
crowd that is enthusiastic,"
burgh said. "However, it mu
tempered by this weird thing,
you feel the people are actually
ing attention to the music. We
to get very warm crowds. I've
other shows where the crowds
remote."
Despite a different in the
crowds, Flansburgh has no p
ence where to perform.
"It is a pretty sweet gig no
what the location," Flans
added.
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Lunch
Dinner
Chili $1.25
Catfish Sandwich $2.95
Grilled Chicken $3.50
Beer Specials: Bud Light
Ask about our Sunday Brunch, bring a friend and
teceive $2.00 off each meal
21 to enter for bar and

1.1..

Here Are A Few
Ways You Can Say
"Thank You"
To Your Secretary...

21 to enter restaurant after 8:30 m

Special Bouquets
The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Char1eston, Illinois, during fall and
spring semester.; and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or examinations, by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $32 per semester, $16 for summer only, $60 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of The Associated Press which is. entitledto
exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The ednorials on Page 4 represent the rnaiority opinion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News ednorial and bus~
ness offices are kx:ateQ in the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois University. Second class postage paid
at Charleston, IL 61920.JSSN 0894-1599.
PrinteObyEas!ern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920. Postmaster: Send
....,,~....,,,.,roo<iiD
~Wri'\
= address changes to The Daily !:astern News, Room 127 Buzzard Building,
o..:::~:::..~""""-YIN"'~"'Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920.
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NEWS STAFF

Editor in chief... ..............................Chris Seper'
Managing editor .............................Ryan Giusti•
News editor................................Sherry Sidwell•
Assoc. news editor.•........................John Ferak•
Ednorial page editor ...................Steve Lysaker'
Administration editor ..................Adam McHugh
Activities editor .......................Stephanie Carroll
Campus editor ...............................Brian Huchel
City editor ...................................Travis Spencer
Student government editor.............Dave Hosick
Features ednor .............................J.A. Winders•
Photo editor ............................Dee Ann Villecco
Assoc. photo editor ................Elissa Broadhurst
Art director ..................................Chris Soprych
Sports editor .............................Robert Manker•
Assoc. sports editor ......................... Randy Liss

Verge editor .............................David M. Putney
Assoc. Verge editor............•.... Elizabeth Raichle
Senior reporter .........................Chris Sundheim
Advertising mgr...............................Mike Norder
Sales mgr..................................Kevin Schouten
Promotions mgr......................Christinia Wehde
Ad design mgr..................................Karen Wiss
Student bus. mgr ....................DeReese Parram
Business mgr ........................... Glenn Robinson
Editorial adviser .................................John Ryan
Photography adviser ....•................Brian. Poulter
Publications adviser ........................David Reed
Technology adviser ........................Karin Burrus
Press supervisor .....................;:..Johnny Bough
• Denotes editorial board

NIGHT STAFF
Night chief.....................................Ryan Giusti

Asst. night editor .........................Andy Purcell

Night editor ..................................Rob Manker

Copy desk ....................................Chris Seper

Photo editor ...............................Landon Fuller

John Ferak, Randy Liss

Asst. night editor ............................Dan Fields
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1. Dozen Roses Vased, .................. $2500
2. "Happy Secretary's Week" Mug, ........ $20~
Filled with Spring-colored flowers
3. "Iced Tea-break" Bouquet: ............. $1850
Iced tea glass filled with mixed flowers _
& Lipton tea sample
4. Secretary Catch-All, in purple shades ..... $1750
5. "Thanks For A Fine Secretary" Mug
Filled with fresh arrangement .............. $1650
6. Pastel Budvase ...................... $1500
With mixed flowers
.
7. 3 Carnation Budvase .. .' .............. $1250
With baby's breath
8. One Vased Rose ..................... $ loso
With baby's breath
·
*ORDER EARLY TO ENSURE DELIVERY*

345-7007

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 Jefferson, Charleston, IL 345-7007

stival .set for this weekend
BABCZAK

..

return of spring at Eastern will
elcomed once again by "Cele: A Festival of the Arts," Friday
Sunday.
ebration: A Festival of the Arts,"
d annually on Eastern's campus.
· sion to the festival is free. The
and crafts booths will be open
ay and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5
e weekend festival will celebrate

6th year on Eastern's campus, and
feature a diverse array of live
ic, children's activities, food and
rming artists such as LEGO sculpMar k Krehbiel and cowboy poet
te Reichenberg.
e'll have a full load of programout there this year," said Festival
irman Dan Crews. "You name it,
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A FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS '94

and it will probably be there."
This year's live music performances
feature Tony Bell & Kutchie, a Chicago
based Jamaican Reggae band, and also
Chicago based rock band NIL 8. Other
featured groups include the University
of Illinois Russian Folk Orchestra, a
South American group, the Waterloo
German Band and the Eastern
European-Gypsy sounds of Jutta and
the High Dukes.
The International Fair also highlights
the three-day Celebration. The fair will
feature a variety of displays such as
stamps, currency, handicrafts and
native dress from more than 20 countries.

"The International Fair is an integral
part of Celebration," Crews said. "It's an
ideal opportunity for young people to
expand their awareness and curiosity
about other countries and cultures."
Celebration is sponsored, by Eastern's
College of Arts and Humanities in conjunction with the City Council of
Charleston, Charleston Tourism
Advisory Board, Illinois Department of
Commerce and Community Affairs ,
Illinois Arts Council and the EIU
Association of International Studies.
"Lots of people have come together to
plan this out," Crews said. "There are
over 150 volunteers from throughout
the Coles County area that are helping
out."
Crews said the Celebration committee has had "no problems" planning the
upcoming festival so far, and his only
concern "is that the weather stays nice
for the weekend."

roup works for better life in Haiti
Members of the Haiti
nnection are looking to
etheworld.
This last week, members
k two steps in that direc. They fasted every day to
test a school which some
·ties say graduates some of
worst human rights viola. On Thursday, they were
at 8 a.m. to protest the New
hl-Mart in Mattoon because
say the clothes are made
ugh slave labor.
The group's goal is simple:
· the consciousness of stuents and citizens of the
nited States to make them
ange the way this country

"It seems to me that we
ve to look at those institu'ons in our society which are
unjust and one of those is the
School of America)," said Roy
Lanham, Haiti Connection
adviser. "We fasted to raise
awareness to that fact."
Last week, the Haiti
Connection took aim at the
U.S. Army School of the
mericas. Located in Ft.
Benning, Ga., the school was
part of protests by the Haiti
Connection as well as other
activists who fasted on the
steps of the Capital building in
Washington, D.C., on April 11
tD protesting the school.
The school was set up in
1946 to teach leaders demoeratic values and to professionalize the armies of other countries.
"We fasted to oppose the
school, to be in solidarity with
the people in Washington,
D.C., who are fasting and to
raise people's consciousness
about the school and encourage them to act," said Krista

When.your
money's
running.out,
and the rent
is coming due ...
Sell your stuff
.in The News'

Classifieds/

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer

Roy Lanham, adviser to the Haiti Connection, expresses concerns about the present situation in Haiti Friday night in.front of Booth Librwy.

Erikson, a member of the Haiti
Connection.
"Foreign nations send over
soldiers that they want trained
and there's a staff there that
will train them," Erikson said.
"Some of the teachers in the
school are actually U.S. army
people. The soldiers go home
and oppress their own people."
Lanham said the action fits
right in with the Haiti
Connection's goals of social
change.
"School of the Americas will
be open tomorrow and it might
be open next year if we don't
get Congress to. cut the funding off for it," Lanham said.
"But I do have to say that we
raised the awareness. Most
people don't even know about

the (school). I think that more
people are aware of it now
though.
"Hopefully, eventually
enough people will be outraged
by it and they'll call their
Congressman and say, 'Hey, I
know a way we can save a few
million bucks a year. Let's
close the School of the
Americas. Let's cut the deficit.
And let's give hope -to people in
South America and not
destruction."'
Protesters also greeted 500
employees at the Wal-Mart
Supercenter in Mattoon. They
stayed for about an hour and a
half: protesting what they said
was the exploitation of Haitian
workers that manufacture
goods.

"The reason behind that was
because Wal-Mart was selling
clothes that were made in
Haiti in factories where workers received wages that were
ranging between 9 and 14
cents an hour," said Neil
Naftger, president of the Haiti
Connection.
The group passed out flyers
that had statistics about the
practice of using Haitian workers by Wal-Mart and other
companies.
"Earlier this semester we
had a Haiti Solidarity Week to
raise awareness about the
issues in Haiti," Naftger said.
"We do a lot of petition drives.
We are taking donations now
for one of our principle fund
raisers."

Corrections,
clarifications
In the Friday edition of The
Daily Eastern News, Brian
McGavock was incorrectly
identified as a freshman and
was said to have been arrested for mob action April 16.
McGavock is a sophomore and
was arrested April 15.
Also, the headline on
Friday's story "Football player fails steroid test" was misleading. McGavock did fail a
test that detects steroids, but
it has not been confirmed that
steroids were found in his system.

Monday at
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Grilled Chicken

w/Marty's Fries $2.99

$3 Pitchers

Icehouse & Lite
Tonitc:

$2.99
Medium $3.99
$4.99
Large
e
348-5454 XXLarge $9.99
"Massive"
Largee;t Pizza in Town!

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS:
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Eastern has no
room for parking
fee alteratiOns
Eastem's Parking Committee put students in a
no-win situation.
Last week, the parking committee voted 10-1
to raise student parking violations from $15 to

$20.
To offset the parking fine increase, car permits
for freshman/sophomore
- - - . - - - . - - students will be dropped
from $112.50 to $75 per
semester.
Upperdassmen will still pay $35 per semester.
With a parking shortage already facing the
campus, the parking committee is just creating
additional problems with the ticket and permit
cost changes.
for starters, lowering underdass parking permit
fees will create a ftux in the number of underdass
students bringing their cars to campus. This will
result in even less parking space.
While the parking committee is expected to
expand the W parking lot on Fourth Street across
from Lawson Hall, adding a few spaces here and
there will not be enough to handle the inevitable
increase of underdassmen's automobiles?
Until this school year, underdassmen were not
even allowed to park on campus unless it was
job-related. Upperdassmen, not freshmen and
sophomore students, should have top priority
over student parking spaces. By voting to lower
freshman parking fees, the parking committee will
create unneccessary traffic campus congestion.
But the parking committee does not seem to
be concerned with the parking problems that will
follow the fee changes. They only seem to be concerned with raking in the money.
By allowing underdassmen to bring their cars
to campus at a lower cost with nearly the same
number of parking spaces available, the committee increases the number of vehicles that can be
ticketed for parking in the wrong parking lots
when other lots are full or too far away.
The parking violation and permit·changes are
not final yet; they still await the President's

Respect, not money, will give students pow
I am always annoyed by the
big, fat-cat billionaire types who
are in the movies.
He's a stock character. A
crass 45-year-old rich snob
cruises down the squalid streets
of town running over little kids
and laughing at all the middledass and hard-working citizens
who make the city work- but
just don't have the money he
does
Th~ same slimy, fat-cat attl-

"Students actu-

ally do have a

say in the go-

ings on in this
town - it's
called a vote."

Chris
S

eper

Permanent residents I spo
to said they understand the
nomic boon the university
brings our community. But
also said there is a certain amount of respect that must be
shared if students want to be
tened to while in this town.
Throwing money around
won't get us that respect.
We are, for the most part,
four- or five-year citizens who
have little long-term interest

tude has been coming from
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Charleston. The townspeople
some Eastern students recently. They have picked up a
who serve us, create businesses that cater to us and
post-bar-age battle cry: "We're the economic backbone
up with our larger-than-life egos and attitudes are here
of Charleston. They don't give us the respect we depermanently. They have to raise their children in the
serve."
place we use only to party and learn.
Looking down on them and saying the money we
Aside from being arrogant and out of line, these stubring here is the reason we should be respected won't
dents don't realize that people who try to gain power
from money alone will only bring contempt from the citget us any credibility with the people who live in this
izens of this town. Only monetary power combined with
town or officials who run the city government.
In the end, the whole idea that students lack power
earned respect will bring empowerment.
The Economic Power Movement began as the 21and a voice in this town is false. Students actually do
year-old bar-entry age came doser to being final. Stuhave a say in the goings on in this town - it's called a
dents said the townspeople didn't give them any revote.
spect and didn't listen to them. They said students fiIf we want to make this constitutional right into a
nance this town and for that reason deserve more attencatchy phrase, we can call it the "Student Vote."
And if we wanted to, we could all register to vote
tion.
One letter to The Daily Eastern News suggested we
and get a big voting block together and elect our own
write "Student Dollar" on all the money we use in
candidates.
Every year we do or don't vote, we make our stateCharleston. Sadly enough, a few of these Student Dollars
have been cropping up around campus.
ment to the permanent city residents about what p
Money-is-power statements come up every now and
ty we put on the well-being of this town.
then whenever the Oty Council decides to make a law
Why aren't students screaming about their "Stud
Vote?" Probably because unlike the "Student Dollar,"
that affects this campus.
One student will do some math and realize that
can't call morn and dad to get it.
10,500 students must spend a lot of money in this town.
They then decide that we should have authority equal to
- Chris Seper is the editor in chief and a regular
the perceived power of that money.
umnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Edito:r1.al

Council's approval.

The council should vote down the parking
committee's request and urge the committee to
more strongly consider the ramifications d these
changes and Eastern's current shortage d student
and visitor parking spaces"
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Organized prayer
should not be forced
in schools, society
Dear editor:
This letter is a response to Anthony
Nasella's column about the 1962 Supreme Court's decision to remove organized prayer from public school's.
I would like to say that even
though my religious beliefs are different than Anthony's I still respect and
admire his commitment to his faith.
Unfortunately, I am a little disturbed
by Anthony's obsession to force the
rest of the nation to follow his religion.
Anthony states that the reason that
our nation is a "society of rebels and
psychopaths" Is because we no longer force our children to pray to a
Christian God.
Is the lack of govemment-enforced
school prayer the true reason for all
those dreadful statistics Anthony quoted. Somehow I think the deteriorating quality of life In urban cities and
the refusal of our government to addres.s the desperate news of the situation is a more valid cause.
·
Anthony also neglected to mention that organized school prayer is
allowed to be led by students before
4

........

4 ..

-"I.. _

Your turn
·and after school as long as it is led by
a student. There is also no law against
student praying to themselves as
they need God's guidance.
I've asked Anthony before whether he believes that it would be all
right for a school to decide to pray to
a God other than his Christian God.
He wa5 adamantly opposed to this
suggestion.
I would like to ask Anthony, and
others who are pursuing the reinstitution of organized prayer In our
schools, one more thing.
If you feel it would be wrong for
your children to be required to pray
to a god other than the ooe they believe In, why would you Insist that
others be forced to participate In religious cerenonles that they don't
believe In?

Michael Benton

'Schindler' s List'
is a film everyone
should experience

After some personal hesitation
about viewing the wortd-acd ·
movie "Schindler's List," I jour
to the Mattoon theater to do
soul searching.
The time I spent in the theater
7:30to 10:30 p.m. were the
emotional, educational and
provoking hours of my entire
ester at school.
Throughout the years, I have
eled the United States and many
eign countries experiencing

man.v

moods and meeting many
I have been trained as a
of the Army's Green Berets and
excelled In all of my academic
endeavors. Wrth all of this
I still could not help but feel h
by this film.
I urge every person on campus
well as those In our community fD
take the time out In your lives to
this motion picture.
I am sure that you too will
from your experience In wa'jS
words can not explain. "Sehl

List" Is not a movie, It is an
table piece of history- a hlstoly
continues on to the present day.
Take the time to educate
and those around you and pay
Dear editor:
to those fallen souls of the pastLast Tuesday evening changed my
experience this film!
life.
Christophe
•..t.• ..• .................... __ ...
............................ ,.,.,.
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e Dail7 EB8te:rn News
IS WATCHING
THE NBA
PLAYOFFS
MAKING YOU
HUNGRY?
CAll US!

DEPRESSED?

GRADES ARE LOW HOMEWORK'S LATE
YOUR BIKE GETS STOLEN YOU LOSE YOUR DATE.

ACNE'S BAI>?
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED SOMEONE JUST
TOLD YOU YA AIN'T GOT NO CLASS•

.MONEY'S SHORT

Located 1t 4th & Lincoln
(A<ron from Haniti•'•l

25%

Serving Charleston &. Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln

OFF

YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT YOUR POP WILL THINK
YOU'RE A SPEND THRHT ID<ilT. WE'LL PUT THAT
SMILE ON YOUR FACEI WE'LL HELP YOU BACK
IN THAT RACE! 'CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB OR
A YUMMY GOOD CLUB CAN EVEN PUT A
CHANGE ON YOUR SOUR MUGI
JI~~y IC>. .:N"'S ~

<iC>IIR.1'1iET SIIBS

ALL LONG
BOXES

"WE'LL BR.ING "ENI TC> YA"

345----075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
© COPYRIGHI' 1992 PMMY JOHN'S INC.

max

/If la' IU

e

cS'

t

Tony's Personal Pizza
Assorted
Varieties

Coke
2-Liter Products

99~
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When We Say
Ad Match
Ll•col•,
We Do It

. 5;0,5 w.,
Clliadestoi•

Coles County
Low Price Leader
For 55 Years
- 960 tlS. SL

We have the right to limit quantities
\
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Reduction in hospital's
coverage upsets faculty
who this will affect more - the
employees or us," Riley said.
Jorns said he will call Riley
President David Jorns said and a representative of Cenhe will "seriously look into" tral Management Services, the
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health state agency which handles
Center's announcement it will employee benefits.
not be a preferred provider
Riley said "a lot depends on"
organization for health insur- how willing patients are to
ance the next fiscal year.
drive to participating preferred
Effective July 1, about 390 provider hospitals in the 25university employees will have mile radius.
to either travel 25 miles to a
Participating hospitals are
participating
preferred the
Paris
Community
provider organization or Hospital, Shelby Memorial
receive a lesser discount at Hospital and St. Anthony's
Sarah Bush because contract Memorial Hospital in Effingnegotiations with the hospital ham.
and the state broke down.
Judy Pardonnet, spokesIf Eastern employees under woman for Central Managethe preferred provider plan ment Services, said Sarah
remain with Sarah Bush, they Bush Lincoln was "not even
will receive only a 65 percent close" to the average amount of
reimbursement for care. They funding the agency provides
currently receive an 80 per- for more than 200 hospitals in
cent discount.
Illinois.
"I think this is a very regretPardonnet said the average
table situation," Jorns said. "I funding Central Management
am going to look into this as Services provides to the 203
much as I can."
hospitals it serves is equivaJohn Riley, vice president lent to a 30 percent discount
for finance at Sarah Bush, rate.
said he is unsure how seriousAndrew McNitt, chairman
ly the reduced coverage will of the political science departaffect the hospital and Eastern ment, said he is "very unhapemployees.,
py" about the decrease in cov"Right now I am not sure erage resulting from the elimi-

By ADAM McHUGH
Administration editor

nation of preferred provider
plan at Sarah Bush.
"I am considering switching
my insurance right now - a lot
of faculty and staff are,"
McNitt said. "This will mean a
lot of cash out of the pocket of
Eastern employees.
"The state funding is also
very slow, and the amount of
medical expenses for normal
procedures can rise very rapidly," McNitt said.
Jorns said: "This is clearly a
problem for our university
employees. This will be a significant inconvenience for
them.
"I don't know how much
control I have in this situation,
but1I am going to do my best to
figure out what is going on
· here," Jorns said.
David McGrady, an instructor in the Lumpkin College of
Business
and
Applied
Sciences, said he believes the
distance employees under the
preferred provider organization will have to travel is not
the most prevalent issue.
"My feeling is the quality of
care is the most important
issue here," McGrady said. "I
think people will be willing to
travel 25 miles to get quality
care."

After 4:00 Special
Two 1/4 lb.
Bacon Cheeseburgers
& Two Large Frys

$3.~
.

YOUNGSTOWN
For Summer & Fall '94
cif Spacious 2 Bedroom
cif24 Hr. Maintenance
Townhouses for 3 & 4 People
cif 1,2 & 4 Bedrooms Available ::1/ Dishwashers
~/

__ /
l l i Central Air

l l i Balconies
~/

l l i Free Trash Removal

cif Fully Furnished

err

Garbage Disposals

cif 3 Laundry Facilities
cif Onsite Management

Stewart selected as new
Student Services director
By ADAM McHUGH
Administration editor

Shirley Stewart, who has served as the
director of the Career Planning and Placement
Center for more than five years, was named
director of Student Services Thursday.
The position, which was created by Vice
President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken,
oversees five areas of Eastern's administration.
Stewart was chosen over candidates David
Dutler, director of student recreation, and
David Milberg, director of student activities.
Stewart will continue with her current position while assuming the responsibility of
reporting progress in the areas of Health
Service, Recreational Sports, Student Legal
Service and Student Activities.
Hencken created the position in order to
increase efficiency within the departments
while reducing the number of direct communications to him.
The search was conducted internally
because the university could not afford to
bring in an outside administrator and offer a

TQDAY•s
SPECIALS
•Ham and beans
with cornbread
• BBQ chicken on
a kaiser roll with
soup or salad
• Canadian bacon
omelette with
soup and muffin

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Breakfast Specials
409 7th St.• 345-7427

salary. Stewart will not
receive an increase in salary
with the new position.
"We are pleased we have
been able to implement the
committee's recommendations without hiring a new
administrator," Hencken
said.
Shirley
Stewart's experience and
Stewart
participation in Eastern's
administration were the
major reasons given for her appointment by a
Student Affairs Organization Review
Committee.
Stewart, who has 19 years experience at
Eastern and Lake Land College in Mattoon,
said she is pleased with her appointment.
"I am honored to have been selected to
direct this new student affairs division,"
Stewart said. "We will assess students' needs
and expand services offered to students."
Stewart also serves as president of the Staff
Senate, chair of the Student Affairs Personnel
Committee and vice president of the Council of
University Administrators.

1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom Sm
2 Bedroom Lg
3 &4 Bedroom

4th &. Lincoln

345-2844

After 9 p.m.

THINK
L
SuMMER
SCHOO
Over 75 interesting courses offered in the day and evening,
starting June 13

- Convenient one, two, and five week sessions
- Speed your progress with junior/senior and grad
courses
- Easy mail/credit card registration
- Free transferability packet available for each course

Call NOW 708-844-5427 for schedules & informatioP
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Small Pizza Ila
• rge p•·
tzza 1I
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I
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I
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L---------~--------~

$5.00
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$6.95
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead,

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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"My Secretary" Resumes' , letters,
and papers. For appointment,
Call 345-6807 after 4p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ea M/R 5/5
Typing: Theses, resumes, term
papers. Reasonable prices & fast
turn-around . 345-3123
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING . EARN BIG $$$ + TRAVEL
THE
WORLD
FREE!
(CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, ETC.)
SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! CALL (919)
929-4398 ext C210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
ALASKA FISHERIES SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT. EARN UP TO
$15,000 THIS SUMMER IN CANNERIES, PROCESSORS, ETC.
MALE/FEMALE. NO EXPER.

N E C E S S A R Y .
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN
PROVIDED! GUARANTEED
SUCCESS! (919) 929-4398 ext
A210.

---------~5/6

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMEl\IT - Earn up to $8,000+ in
two months. room and board!
Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call
(206) 545-4155 ext. A5738.

.,.------,..,.,.--,..,...-=-=--c.,.--,.,..,..-,-:=~·5/5

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies . World
Travel.
Summer & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5738.

----.,-----,----5/5

Earn over $100/hr. processing
our mail at home. For information
call 202-310-5958.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Wanted: Dedicated, caring people to work with adults who are
Dev. Disabled. Good pay, full/part
time. Apply in person at 521 7th
St. Chas. M-F.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
$750/wk. Alaska fisheries this
summer. Maritime Services 1208-860-0219.
---------~5/6

Enthusiastic, Creative, Individual
who loves working outdoors
needed to lead a Landscape
Maintenance Team. Supervisory,
sales
and
Landscaping
Experience Required . Must be
interested in working with the DO
population. Apply in person at
521 7th St., Chas. M-F between
8-4.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
NEED EXTRA CASH TO MAKE
IT THROUGH THE REST OF
THE
SEMESTER?
Call
Consolidated Telemarketing of
America. We offer paid training
$5.00/hr base pay, evening and
Saturday hours and convenient
location next to Subway. Call now
348-5250
-------------4/27
Alaskan Fishing Industry - Earn
up to $10,000 this Summer in
both on/off shore jobs. No experience nee. (412) 734-8457.
24hrs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5 /6
If you are a team member with an
effervescent personality, tremendous people skills, creative baking, cooking and wait staff talents,
you should be working with us.
Apply in person. Cale Alexander.
Jackson St. Entrance, 521 7th
ST., Chas., M-F.
--------,--,....,,...-4/25
GROVE
PERSONNEL
TEMP/PERM: Recent College
grad. or just out for the Summer?
We've got the hottest opportunities in town just waiting for you.
Pay depends on experience. Call
nearest office collect . Buffalo
Grove 708-520-7300, Downers
Grove
708-968-2771,
O'Hare/Rosemont 708-824-7500
---------~5/5
Pizza maker wanted part-time.
Please apply in person after 4:00
PM at Pagliai's Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
----,..--,-,--,.----4/29
Now Hiring Staff for jobs working
with
the
Developmentally
Disabled. Excellent experience
for persons in Special Ed.,
Psychology and Family Services
Majors. Hours are flexible and
benefits are excellent. Apply at
Tull House 1911 18th St.
Charleston
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name: ___________________
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student O Yes O No
Dates to run __________________
Ad

to read:

1 Play opening
sRan
• Shawl or afghan
1•Forsaken
H Yellow brick,
e.g.
18 Moonshine
n Unencumbered
t•Composed
20 Follower of
21-Across?
2t Follower of
20-Across?
22 Small: Suffix
URipped
uDems.
opposition
27 Proverbial
distancer
32 Sleepy Hollow
schoolmaster

HAVE OFFICE SKILLS? AND
WANT TO WORK THIS SUMMER? YOU CAN GAIN VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE BY
WORKING TEMPORARY! CALL
TODAYS TEMPORARY: DES
PLAINES (708)
699-3010
SCHAUMBURG (708) 240-9411
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29
Sales Position Available in dealing with Quorum High Tech
Consumer Electronics. Send
Resume to: The Pride Branch, #2
Doctors Court, Box 9-Hopedale,
IL 61747. Phone: 309-449-5433
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29

LOVING COUPLE WISHES TO
GIVE YOUR BABY A LIFETIME
OF LOVE, HAPPINESS &
DREAMS COME TRUE. CALL
US ANYTIME 1-800-708-8648
DEB &JIM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5./6

1 Female to occupy 1 Bedroom in
a 5 Bedroom Apartment. Newly
redecorated, furnished, low utilities, laundry. Available Fall and
Spring. Phone Leigh 345-5523.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29

1 or 2 Sublessors needed for 1
bedroom Apt. Furnished, one
block from campus. $310/month
Call 348-5866

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5

SUBLESSOR NEEDED PARK
PLACE. 1 BEDROOM FALL
SEMESTER. 12 MONTH LEASE
CALL 348-1357
.,.--------------4/29
Sublessor needed for 94/95
school year. 3 bedroom house,
close to campus. Call 345-5042
or 581-2170
-------------4/26
1 or 2 female sublessors needed
for Su '94. Own rooms. Across
from Old Main. 345-7461
Kathleen/Heather.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

MAmpersand
35 Firpo of the ring
aeFolktales
37 Ship's officers
n--time
(never)
.eoUpshots
•1 Morning hrs.
•2 Waffle topping.
a Kind of disease,
facetiously
47 Hook shape
48Alphabet
quartet
• Unmixed, as a
drink .
51 Character actor
George
MStarts
18 In the thick of
18 Be afraid to
offend

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered fibelous or in bad taste.

P.M. WTW0-2
WCIA-3
6:00 News
News
Entmt. Tonight
6:30 Inside Edition
7:00 Fresh Prince
Dave's World
7:30 Someone Like Me 704 Hauser
8:00 Movie: Web of
Murphy Brown
Hearts Afire
8:30 Deception
Northern Exposure
9:00
9:30
News
10:00 News
David
10:30 Jay Leno

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Wings
Stanley Cup Playoff Wings

USA-26

1-2 Sublessors needed for
Summer. 1 br., nicely furnished.
Close to campus Call 348-8513
(Angie)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Male sublessor needed for
Summer only 130/mo. Royal
Heights Brian K. 345-9507
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
1 Sublessor needed for Summer
at Park Place 348-0376
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Sublessor needed for McArthur
Apartment located on 4th St., Call
Ken, 581-2354 for more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
SUMMER 1994 PARK PLACE
APTS 2 BDRM - 3/4 PEOPLE
581-6844 OR 348-5902
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Sublessor Needed Summer Only
Park Place Call Patty at 345-7556
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29
Female Sublessors needed for
Summer.
Brittany
Ridge
Townhouse. Call 348-1815
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25

t--Romeo
(automobile)
2Hip
3De--(too
much)
•Words before
"red" or
"running"
s Literary sister
8Givesome
slack
7 Maneuver
slowly
a White House
monogram
9Block
10 Fun and games
u Kind of beer
12 Eight, in
combinations
t3 A question of
time
18 Singer Lenya
21 Merchandise
uMannerof
speaking
u Staff leader
u University of
Maine site
n TV announcer
Don

---------.,.417

Very large Furnished 3/4 b
rooms For 5 or 6 people. All
ties paid. Dishwasher a
garbage disposal. Quiet loca
close EIU Call 345-2520
'
Two Unit House for 5 peop
Studio $200 a mo + Deposit
Bedroom $300.00 mo + De
235-3550

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
any non-profit campys organizational event. All Clips should be submitted
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEF
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
milled as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEAD
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may
edited for available space.

58

80
83
Puzzle by Ernie Furtado

1980 Deluise
movie
29 Bizarre
30 "Peanuts"
character
3t Stock plans
providing
worker
ownership:
Abbr.
33 Young 'uns
37 Horace and
Thomas
:teBB's
a Disreputable
28

.. some are
spitting
a World cultural
agcy.
4eFlirts
•
so Stylish Brits
11 Baby powder
12 Poet Khayyam
13--fide

M Where humuhu-

munukunukuapuaa
might be
I I Filly or colt
HRoman
marketplaces
S70uit
HAbbr. ina
mail-order ad

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

Designing Women
Baseball: Cubs at

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Movie: Hostage for
a Day

Frontiers of Flight

Little House

Story of America's
Classic Ballparks

Bonanza

I'll Fly Away

Sisters

Movie: Getting Out

W'WF Wrestling

Hawks at Bulls

I'll Fly Away

Movie:Posing:
Inspired by Three

Silk Stalkings

Anatomy of Springroll Real Stories

Deep Space Nine

Coast to Coast

News
America/Wholey

Being Served?
!!lovie

Cheers
Heat of the Night

Frontiers of Flight

Trailside
Movie

News
Wings
Wings _

.Available June 1. 2 bedroo
apartment furnished or unfu
nished. Water/trash paid.
7746.

DOWN

Reds

SportsCenter

Houses: 60 Madison 4 bd. $1
each 345-6621 or 348-8349

eoHopeof
Hollywood
81 Manhattan
campus
82 Gamblers'
game
a Boorish
M Some combos
u Sharp put-down

Murder,
She Wrote

News
Married,.. (1Q:35J .

1 bdrm apartments still availa
Call 345-6533

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES Faculty forum on Travelers without
passport: Rethinking pedagogy, homogenization and the African
can Student will be at 7 p.m. April 26 in the Union Ballroom in
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
DELTA SIGMA PI will meet at 6 p.m. today in Lumpkin Hall room 1
wear letters all d<;iy.
GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT group will meet at 5:30 p.m. today at
counseling canter.
BACCHUS WILL MEET at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the Kansas room in
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union for elections for the 1994
live positions.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will have its annual
quet at 6 p.m. April 26 along with officer elections at Stix.
JUNIOR HIGH MAJORS club will meet at 6 p.m. for elections
Buzzard Building room 108.
AHS WILL MEET at 7 p.m. tonight in the Library Lecture room.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS, Inc will have an informational
ing at 6 p.m. tonight in the reading room of the journalism office
Buzzard Building.

Day One

Baseball Tonight

2 Bedroom furnished Apts. For
or 4 people. Dishwasher ga
disposal, trash pick up and
ing paid. Call 345-2363

Night Court
- . smerge~Y. ~

Unsolved Myst.

.... ....... - ........
,

-

... .,..

at Martins

Movie: Sword of
the Valiant

MON9
LdiIFIED .lDTERTIMING
DAY

APRIL25, 1994

TllED.ouEwnB'" ifEWll

IS, C/A, 1 BLOCK FROM
S, FURNISHED/UNFUR0 AFTER 6:00 PM CALL

Loft For Sale used one Semester
70.00 obo 581-3878
=-c:-=--c-=-~---,--4126
FOR SALE: Girl's small bike $35,
Baby stroller $25, Car seat $15,
Sandbox $10, 345-5749
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
1993 CANNONDALE MTN. 700
ALUMINUM FRAME DEORE.
RITCHEY COMPONENTS $800
OBO MATT 348-5043
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29
A-Frame Loft for Sale $50 O.B.O.
call Jen 581-3237
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
Pontiac Fiero S. E. 1986
Exe.Condition, silver, sun roof,
Good tires, & brakes. 1 owner,
p/w p/b c/c H cyl. auto. Price
3200.00 or best offer Phone 217345-4307
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
King Size Water Bed w/heater
Mirrored frame $100 18" Color TV
Remote $75 Call 345-5097 or
348-8020 After 5 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

-.-::-----:----,--~26
Summer Apartments
Pool. From $125 per perLincolnwood/Pinetree
nts across from Carmen
~:-;----;------,--516
3 bedroom apartment
le 8/15/94 . Good condiquiet residential building at
Harrison . $170/month per
n. Call David McGrady at
58.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
2 BEDROOM UNITS CALL

caMWF-00
..,.-o-ne---=-M:-a-:-1e-s.,-tu. dent one
om $150.00 Across from
Gym 2nd ST 345-6868
~-:--=::-:-:---.,..:4129
apt - FALL one yr lease.
close to campus & shopping
incl. electric, water, trash,
, W/D use appliances 348-

~-=--c=-=-=--c~--=--·4/29
MS FOR MEN: Summer
$11 O/month; 3-month lease.
block from campus. Kitchen
s. Most utilities included.
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 p.m.
, serious students only.

LOST: Black cat w/white patch,
Male. GIO 345-1172
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
Found: Jacket at Writing Comp.
Test. Call Testing Service 5815986
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
LOST: Prescription Sunglasses in
gray case. Please Call 581-8023
if found . Ask for Melanie.

-..,...,--....,-,,..-,---..,.,.---()()..

Value, 4 Bedroom House,
rnished, Close to Campus,
only, 140.00 ea For 4 or 5

88
---=:-,,---,---~4/26
r Only. Low rates! 1 bedapartments. 875 7th. Call
7387, 5-7pm only.
------:--=--::-----=-4~8
tenants, 2 BR apts. Good ,
, low util., turn., ale. Modern,
ure, close to campus. C21
'345-4489

-OOt"""::""10-A:-p-:-t.-:;$:-:::2700::-+-::;:$"""15:-:0:--;D;o--e-posit.
1br Rm . Apts . $230 each +
00 Deposits each 1yr/10
ths lease.
---...,------5/6
w 2 bedroom apartment. 7
cks from EIU. Water and
rbage included . $360/month .
621 /348-8349
,....---,-----:---:---::5/6
nd your dream place in The
· Eastern News Classifieds!
~-------·ha/00

Scooter and Motorcycle Batteries
$7 .95 and up . Free Testing
Battery Specialists 1519 Madison
345-VOLT (8658)
-----=----,,.......,...ca4/18,20,22,25
AMAZING WEIGHT LOSS PLAN:
Diet Miracle 25-30 days for $30
1000% Natural - Money Back
Guarantee Call Gena: (217) 3459299
_ _ __ __ _ _ _4/25
To my Princess, I hope your back
feels better and I Love you ,
Buttercup
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 4/25
Female Dancer wanted for
Bachelor Party. Call and Leave
message 345-1395
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _4/26
Anyone who witnessed the macing and excessive force, used by
police officers, on Eric Dolan ,
THURS Night at Mom's Call 5816731
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _4/28

GOVERNMENT JOB GUIDE :
The most complete and up to
date guide for government jobs
and how to apply for them. Send
$11,95 to Solution Sets 323 East
Madison, Paris IL 61944
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
Those wishing to secure tickets to
the Annual Pre-Law Awards
Banquet for Mon . May 2 at Stix,
must obtain them by Wed. April
27 at 4pm . This is the FINAL
deadline. Call the following for
info and tickets: 581-8125 APRIL,
581-8060 Mike, 581-5098
Courtney, 581 -6220 Dr.Leigh
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/27
SIGMA KAPPA INFORMATIONAL MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY AT 6:00 PM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/27
Happy 21 st Birthday CYNDI
FLOWERS! Thanks for being
such a great morn and grandma.
We hope you have a groovy day.
ESA love, Sharon and Tammy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Congratulations to my little Talula
on going active! ESA love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Congratulations COURTNEY,
LINNIE and JEN on achieving
your first pearl! Way to go! I'm so
proud of you. ESA love, Sharon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
A piece of the right kind of PI
could change your life. WEDNESDAY IKES 9:00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25

SIGMA KAPPA WOULD LIKE TO
THANK ALL FRATERNITIES
AND SORORITIES FOR A
GREAT GREEK WEEK 1994!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
FOXY: You guys did great last
week! I was pulling for you. Hey,
would that make me 9? Luv C
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
REALITY: I am proud of you no
matter the results. You are all winners in my eyes and you always
will tie! Love, Jeanie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Senator
Chapman
(Miss
Reserved) : HOT PEPPER!! You
are a rose bush to me! Love and
Support, Jeanie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Female Dancer wanted for
Bachelor Party. Call and Leave
message 345-1395
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/26
BUY A PIECE OF THE Pl. IKES
Wednesday 9:00 Come Hungry
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
SIGMA KAPPA INFORMATIONAL MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY AT 6:00 PM! CALL DAWN
AT 345-6588 FOR INFO OR
RIDES!

Get your piece of the PI! Good
Cause, Great Time, Best
Entertainment. WEDNESDAY
IKES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
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i Make Your Friends' birthday
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Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and we will
place it in the ad for you! Be sure to write your
name/phone number on the back of the photo.

Calvin-and Hobbes
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a BIG SURPRISE with a Birthday adi
in The Daily Eastern News

----~----4/26

ROBYN " ROBY" CHRISTOPHERSON. Thank you for all of
your hard work with Greek Week.
You did an INCREDIBLE job! You
are a Work-A-Holic! Thanks, Your
co-chair Troy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25

The Daily Eastern News proudly
accepts VISA and MASTERCARD for all classified advertising needs!'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

by Bill Watterson
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Men's tennis team 7th in Mid-Con tourne
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

It was .a strange weekend of sorts
for the Eastern men's tennis team ~t
the Mid-Continent Conference tournament in Macomb.
It wasn't being seeded seventh or
finishing seventh in the tournament
that was strange to head coach John
Bennett. Instead, it was some controversies in two of the Panthers' three
matches that had him asking a couple questions.
First, there was a 25 minute wait
before their first match with secondseeded Wisconsin-Green Bay on
Friday, which according to Bennett,

• From Page 12

said the substance detected
in his system was Smylex
Yohimbebark, what he calls
an over-the-counter dietary
supplement used as a weight gainer.
Betty McGavock said
Smylex Yohimbebark was
the substance found in her
son's system, but that the

should have constituted a default.
Then there was Eastern's second
loss against sixth-seeded IllinoisChicago later Friday, a team Bennett
said shouldn't have been seeded so
low.
"They (Green Bay) should've been
given a default but instead they gave
them just a one game penalty,"
Bennett said. "They (the officials) did
nothing to help us because we were
the ones waiting. And when they
finally arrived, we weren't as pepped
up as we were before.
"It just didn't seem right."
Eastern's only match victory in the
4-0 loss to Green Bay was at No. 2
doubles.

Then there were the Flames of
UIC, who defeated the Panthers 4-2
and who Bennett believed were seeded lower than they should have been. ·
"I predicted them a third seed,"
Bennc'"t said. "But they had discipline problems with their No. 1 player, and the rest of the coaches didn't
seem to have a problem seeding them
sixth. It was wrong because I knew
they were a stronger team than that."
Eastern's two victories came from
the spots that have been the most
productive all year, as Jason Hotsinpiller and Jeff Lindstrom captured
easy straight-set victories.
After the Friday disappointments,
Eastern was victorious 4-1 in the last

substance is so new, the in some people than it does
NCAA is not familiar with in others. It's not on the list
it or its effects.
of 'no-taking,' consequently
"This thing is so new to he thought he was O.K.
the NCAA," Betty McGav- He's paying a dear price for
ock said. i.They don't even the foul up on it.
have it on their lists (of
"I'm sure the NCAA will
banned substances). It's so give him some kind of perinew at the health food store od of being off the team. We
that they don't know about don't know how long it
it.
would be," she said. "It
"It shows up differently could be a week. It could be

three months. We don't
know what it's going to be."
A pharmacist at a local
hospital said dietary supplements would not show
up in a test for steroids and
that no substance known as
Smylex Yohimbebark is listed in the pharmaceutical
guides at the hospital.
"I can take legal action
(against the NCAA), and

345 - 4489

Catty-Out &t Deliveiy • 7Days a Week

Jim·wood

OnluM
----- .,_ 21.

WOOD REAL ESTATE
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND
• OPERATED

•Spaghetti (Meat or Veg.) •Fettuccine Alfredo
•Lasagna (Meat or Veg.) • Linguini w/white
clam sauce
615 Monroe • North Side Square • 348-8223
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Two Large (16")
Thin Crust Pizi.as

TONIGHT:
ALL YOU CAN
POSSIBLY EAT
PASTA NIGHT!

$6.50
MAY GRADS WORK

that's what we're loo
into right now," Brian
Gavock said. "All I w
to get back on the foo
field."
NCAA officials, ac
athletic director John
and head football coach
Spoo declined commen
McGavock's situation, ·
student confidentialit
their reason.

r---------------------~-

·voUR MOM Will
LIKE TIHS APf.-YOU Will TOO!

F.dumion

match of the tournament ag
eighth-seeded Youngstown S
which assured the Panthers s~
place.
Capturing victories in the d
were the team of Brad Rozboril
Ryan Ivers, and Pat Mellin
Hotsinpiller, who both won 8-2.
In the singles, Hotsinpiller
Lindstrom were both victorious
6-1, and Dennis Alexander wo
well, 6-2, 6-3.
"We were hoping to finish ·
Bennett said, "but even with all
happened, nobody was hanging
heads in disappointment after
matches. The effort was there."

e Dall7 EB.8tern 1Wew8

ll

olfers travel to Cincinnati
have to go and find out," Lueken said.
The tournament consists of 36 holes, with
the first 18 being played Monday morning,
The Eastern golf team travels to Cincinnati and the latter being completed later that
day to compete in the 18-team Xavier afternoon.
niversity Invitational Tournament.
Each team will be represented by five
Teams awaiting the Panthers include host golfers who will play 36 holes each. The five
vier, Bowling Green, Cincinnati, Eastern individual scores will then be totaled to deter·chigan, Jackson State, Notre Dame, Ohio mine the team results.
niversity, and Mid-Continent Conference
Representing Eastern will be Craig Caffate,
·vals Cleveland State and Youngstown State. Todd Nurnberger, Jamie Reid, Brad
"It is a real strong field, probably the Schwartzwalder, and Jeff Schuette.
ngest we've seen all spring," Eastern golf
"This (meet) is the last major tune-up
ach Paul Lueken said.
before the conference tournament," Lueken
In addition to the overall power ofEastern's said. "We're still looking for solid fourth and
mpetition, another obstacle the team faces fifth golfers to fill out that roster."
s the fact that it is unfamiliar with the
Tee time for the first 18 holes will be at 8
incinnati courses.
a.m. at the Terrace Park Country Club, while
"Not knowing the courses, it's kind of hard play on the second 18 holes will begin at 1:30
know what to expect. We're just going to p.m. at the O'Bannon Country Club.
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TONIGHT!

$2.00
Pitchers

WOOD REAL ESTATE
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED
AND OPERATED
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Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

Tonight's Special:

$3.2

All 12 oz. Import
Bottles

trackers fall at Notre D8.llle ··~.$.~~-~9..,...
we had known there weren't events like Liz Marino, who
come to toe onty

many people in the throwing
and jumping events," said
While the Fighting Irish Eastern assistant coach Mary
didn't have a fighting chance Ohl.
against Eastern field compeKala Scott went up against
tition, Notre Dame's runners one other competitor in the
helped to give it a 75-45 victo- long jump and took an easy
ry over the Lady Panthers.
first place in both the long ·
The Lady Panthers went jump and the triple jump.
up against erratic competiCandace Blanton breezed
tion. Kiya Thomas finally saw through the javelin and took
competition in the 3000- second in the shot put by half
meter run while the throwers an inch. Denise Hubbard was
and jumpers dominated two places behind Blanton in
against Notre Dame and the shot and finished second
Hillsdale College.
in the disc.
"We could have entered
"Notre Dame didn't really
more people in the field have much in the field events.
events, picked up some more I know we could have put
points and made it closer if some people in different

jumped the triple jump in
high school," Ohl said.
Thomas finally had someone to run with in the 3000,
and it showed. Her time of
10:06 edged out a Hillsdale
runner for first place and
gave her a new personal best.
Thomas, Amy Bersig and
Irma Perez dominated the
1500-meter run, with Thomas
winning with a time of 4:41.
Bersig took fourth place with
a time of 4:53 and Perez was
on her heels in sixth place
with a time of 4:55.
Caylee Anderson came
through with some sprinting
points with a third place finish in the 100-meter.dash.

Individuals _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12

The top individual performance for Eastern
came from Dan Holzer, who won the javelin
with a throw of 186 feet 10 inches. The throw
ranks him eighth on Eastern's all-time list.
Also, Joe Dougherty won the 800 in a
career-best time of 1:53.25.
"That was one of the best races of the day,"
Moore said. "He beat a group of very good
Notre Dame runners."

One event Eastern hoped to score big in
was the high jump. However, only one of the
Panthers' top jumpers placed, as Cory
Utterback was second at 6-10 1/4.
Other top performers included Nate
Shaffer, second in the 1500; Eric Postma,
Bryan Rebham and Mike Quinlan, who all
tied for second in the pole vault and Joe
Rigaud, second in the 110 high hurdles.
The Panthers' next competition will be the
Drake Relays this weekend.

• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
• Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.

bar in Charleston
with Rolling Rock

Draft! Special
introductory price

636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

$:1 00 Pilsners

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER '94
WE HAVE GREAT APARTMENTS
AROUND THE POOL
GREAT VAL-
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Close to Campus
Spacious 2 Bdrm Apts
Completely Furnished
Central Air Conditioning

•
•
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Laundry Facilifies
Plenty of FREE Parking
24 Hour Maintenance
Swimming Pool & Su~ Deck ·

LINCOLNWOOI> PINETREE

APARTMENTS
• • • ACROSS FROM CARMAN HAU • • •

f ea dill g it .After all, this book from
MasterCard' offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It's more than a credit card. It's smart money:.
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Steroids
Football player says
he's free of substanc
this time, it would prove n
ative."
Brian McGavock said t
An Eastern football player drug tests, administered r
is sticking to his claim that domly by the NCAA, are
he does not take steroids and intended to test for the p
his family is planning legal ence of just steroids but
action against the National for anything the NC
Collegiate Athletic Assoc- would consider out oft
iation to have his indefinite ordinary.
suspension from the football
"You can drink too mu
team overturned.
coffee and fail the test.
Irregularities were found can take nasal spray a
in a urine sample taken from that would cause a positi
defensive tackle Brian Mc- on the test," Brian McGav
Gavock during a drug test said. "It's not just a test
late last month, his mother, steroids. They test for st
Betty McGavock said. She drugs. They test for eve
said a second test was later thing.
administered and the same
"A positive test does
substance was detected.
mean its steroids. If you're
Betty McGavock said a steroids, they can tell you
lesser concentration of the you have the bulking ag
substance was found in the in there or not.
second test than in the first.
"In mine, there was a p
"(The test result) was just lem, but it's not steroids,"
an irregularity," Betty Mc- said.
Gavock said. "I'm sure that if
The redshirt freshm
they were to re-test him at
By ROBERT MANKER

Sports editor

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer

Eastern's Kristy Sims returns a hit during Saturday's meet with Western Illinois at Weller
Courts. The women's tennis team.finished its Mid-Continent Conference regular season 70 and wiU take an eight-game winning streak into next weekend's conference tournament.

Lady netters remain-hot
By MA1T MORFOOT
Staff wrtter

The Eastern women's tennis team finished the
spring regular season with a perfect 7-0 conference record after sweeping another three-match
weekend that included a win over conference foe
Western Illinois University.
"I couldn't be more pleased with the way the
girls have played this spring," head coach John
Ross said.
The lady netters, 19-4 overall, will earn a No.
1 or No. 2 seed in the Mid-Continent Copference
Tournament, which starts Friday.
Eastern will enter Friday's conference tournament on an eight-game winning streak that
includes three consecutive weekend sweeps over
its competition.
Eastern topped Western 8-1 Saturday, as the
Lady Panthers swept all six singles matches and
took two of the three doubles matches from
Western.
Theresa Ramage defeated Jenny Derovin 4-6,
6-1, 6-3 in No. 1 singles play.
Samantha Wulfers scored a 6-4, 6-4 victory
over Stacy Abrams and teammate Terra
Erickson came from one match down to defeat
Joletta Roth 4-6, 6-2, 6-2.
Geeta Dua also won in a competitive three-set
match over West.em's Melva McNeil 6-2, 4-6, 6-2.
Kristy Sims and Stephanie Sullivan also
scored victories for Eastern over Lisa Noble and
Mary Wilson 6-3, 6-3 and 7-5, 6-0, respectively.
In doubles play, Ramage and Wulfers defaulted against Derovin and McNeil for Westem's
only victory of the day.
The team of Sims and Welch shutout Roth and
Noble 8-0 as did the team of Erickson and Dua
over Abram and Wilson.

''This was a great win for our team," Ross said.
"The team pulled out three tough set matches
and gave us a great boost in confidence."
On Sunday morning, the lady netters blanked
Sangamon State 9-0.
In singles play, Ramage won a hard fought
battle over Gina Fabro 6-7, 6-4, 6-3. Wulfers
defeated Jamie Kotches 6-0, 6-4 and teammate
Erickson easily scored a 6-2, 6-0 victory over
Mandy Burton. Dua and Sullivan shutout their By DAN FIELDS
opponents Lisa Zolper and Mitzi Morris 6-0, 6-0, Staff wrtter
respectively.
The Eastern softball team
In doubles, Ramage and Wulfers defeated
entered last weekend with a
Fabro and Burton 6-2, 6-4 while teammates
Welch and Sims scored a 6-1, 6-1 victory over chance to capture four wins at
home against Mid-Continent
Kotches and Sanford.
Conference opponents.
The third doubles team of Dua and Sullivan
Unfortunately, only one
defeated Zolper and Morris 6-1, 6-2.
those
of games ended up in
Sunday afternoon, Eastern made quick work
the
Panthers'
favor.
of Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville by
Friday,
Eastern
split with
winning8-1.
the
Phoenix
from
WisconsinRamage lost a tough three-set match to Kate
Green Bay, winning the first
Himstedt 3-6, 6-4, 6-7 for Southem's only win.
contest 5-1 while dropping the
Three Eastern singles players shutout their
nightcap
in 10 innings, 3-2.
opponents 6-0, 6-0. Wulfers defeated Keri Kane,
The first game gave the
Dua topped Tiffany Helling, and Welch beat
Panthers their second consecJulie Kleeter.
Sims and Sullivan scored victories over utive conference victory,
Shannon Dickson and Theresa Burke, respec- thanks to performances by
tively. Sims won 6-0, 6-2 and Sullivan won 6-0, 6- first baseman Nicole Chapman and catcher Sharna
1.
McEwan.
In doubles play, Ramage and Wulfers defeated
Chapman, a junior from
Himstedt and Dickson 6-2, 6-1.
Verona, Wis., was 2-for-2 with
Sims and Welch scored a 6-1, 6-1 victory over
Kane and Helling and Dua and Erickson won 6- a triple and one run batted in.
. Chapman's RBI came in the
0, 6-2 over Burke and Kleeter.
"Sunday's competition was relatively easy," fifth inning, when a sacrifice
Ross said. "The team was much stronger than its fly scored freshman Jennifer
Cherveny.
competitors."

Softball te.......
claims 1of4
McEwan, a sophomore
Queensland, Australia, was
for-3 with a double and
RBI. McEwan's RBI also
in the fifth when her dou
scored freshman Jamie S
ski.
Sophomore Missy Por
scattered four hits in cap
ing the victory, raising
record to 8-9.
But Eastern was unable
secure its third consecu
conference win, as it m
only two runs in the 10-·
defeat.
Chapman collected a
enth-inning triple and w
for-5. McEwan was 3-fi
while senior Renee Die
was 2-for-4.
Sophomore Amy Bradl&
fered the loss, dropping
record to 4-8.
In Saturday's doubl
er, DePaul edged the
ers in the first game, 3-2,
the second contest ha
Blue Demons shuttin
Eastem8-0.

Again, individuals shine for Panther track te
By BRIAN BARRIS
Staffwrtter

Despite seven first-place performances, the men's track team finished
second by 37 points at the Notre Dame
triangular Saturday.
Like·many times this year, where the
Panthers were good, they were stellar.
Howevei; East.em didn't have enough
depth t.o topple the Fighting Irish, who

~"on_the competition , l.~9... ~~

College was third with 19 points.
"We had some quality performances,"
said head coach Neil Moore. "But we
didn't have much depth. We had more
thirds and fourths where we should have
had firsts and seconds."
Seniors Ray McElroy and Vinram
Wade Bey were the men of the moment
for the Panthers, as each won three
events Saturday.
McElroy won the 400-meter interme-,.>diate .hurdles in a.car~~best time of.

0

"My stuff is droppin'," said W:
"fm gonna try to skip 47 next ·
readytogo45."
The 400-meter crew also incl
Rice and Obadiah Cooper and
41.36. Cooper later won the 1
placed second in the 200. Aire
NCAA qualifier in the 100 at 1
Cooper was kept more than a
his best time because of a strong
wind.
""'~'"' _ " ,...Continued'911Page.ll

53.03 seconds. The time ranks him lOth
on East.em's all-time list.
Wade Bey came from behind to win
the flat 400 in 48.28, which leads this
year's metric quarter milers.
Both athletes also ran legs on
East.em's victorious 400-meter and 1600meter relay teams as well. In the latter,
Wade Bey anchored 47.3 to gain another
come-from-behind win. The foursome
which also included Tim Thompson and

~XertMcAf~finished.in3:14.95..
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-KEY1. Glassblowing
2. Blacksmith
3. Sheep Shearing
4. Weavers
Spinners
5. Folk Art
Showcase
6. Quilt Show
Elevator Access

CHILDREN'S
AREA

VENDOR
PARKING
ONLY

Welcome to the 17th annual
CELEBRATION: A Festival of the Arts
It is with great excitement that Eastern Illinois University, the College of Arts &

Humanities and the City of Charleston present this year's festival.
As a community-based festival CELEBRATION has two essential goals: to
make each festival a memorable experience that's both entertaining and educational and to break even financially. The
first goal is simple and we really look for
quality in every area of programming. The
second goal is a must for CELEBRATION
to continue. If you can help us meet our
second goal, contributions will be accepted
at the Information Booth. Your donations
are greatly needed and sincerely appreciated. If you would like to mail in your contribution, please send it to The Campaign
for CELEBRATION, c/o Eastern Illinois
University Foundation, 600 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920.

how they are excited about its return. This
enthusiasm for the festival inspires the
planning committee to make each CELEBRATION a unique and rewarding experience. Everyone associated with CELEBRATION is quite proud of the festival's
heritage and is committed to expanding the
awareness of all who visit the festival. As
Chair for the festival, I would like to
acknowledge all the individuals, past and
present, who have donated their time and
energies to the festival. It is a humbling
experience for me to be associated with so
many enthusiastic people. Planning CELEBRATION is truly a labor oflove.
On behalf of the planning committee, and
all the sponsors of CELEBRATION: A
Festival of the Arts '93, thank you for
being part of this year's festival. Enjoy!

It is always thrilling to hear people tell us
STAGE

UFE.SCIENCE

what CELEBRATION has meant to them
over the years. Frequently organizers hear
how much the festival is appreciated and
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VENDOR PARKING

Dan Crews, Chair
CELEBRATION '94

Look inside for a full-array
of CELEBRATION '94 activities
The.fun begins at 12 Noon
FRIDAY, April 29
Eastern
Illinois
Universi!f
80AIU> OF GoVERNOIS UNIVEISITIES

I•.F.lll'?Av:'A~r~1 2)J .I
lO:OOA.M.
1994 GRADUATE ART EXHIBITION
Contemporary art in a variety of media
Main Galleries
T Tarble Arts Center

AMISH OF ILUNOIS
Documentary photographs, quilts and other
folk arts.
Brainard Gallery
T Tarble Arts Center

11 :30 A.M.
FOOD BOOTHS OPEN

12:00 NOON
EIU JAZZ COMBO

7:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IUINOIS RUSSIAN
FOLK ORCHESTRA

CHARLESTON AREA STRING ENSEMBLE

THE BLARNEY PLAYERS

A talented group of young musicians performingsome of your favorite melodies.
T Dvorak Concert Hall,
Doudna Fine Arts Center

From the far off magical land
Ocono-mowoc, the Blame
Players will entertain you alo
with their wonderful marionettes.
T Children's Comer

Russian instrumental folk music, played by
more than 30 costumed musicians using
authentic Russian instruments. Under the
direction of Victor Gorodinsky.
Admission: Free
T Dvorak Concert Hall,
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Sponsored by the Association of International Students

9:00 P.M.
BIG HAT
A four piece band that's attracting a lot of
attention across the Midwest. Don't miss this
great opportunity to hear one of the best touring bands today.
T Outdoor Stage
Sponsored by the University Board

Sweet soulful sounds from EIU's Jazz Studies program
T Outdoor Stage

GLASSBLOWING DEMONSTRATION
William Boysen of Southern Illinois University-Carbondale' s School of Art &
Design.
T Located between Doudna Fine Arts Center
and the Outdoor Stage
Co-sponsored by the EIU Art Club and the
Tarble Arts Center.

LEGO SCULPTURE
See what artist Mark Krehbiel can do with
over 40,000 Lego building blocks.
T Entrance of the Doudna Fine Arts Center

THE SUBSTANCE OF THINGS HOPED
FOR, THE EVIDENCE OF THINGS NOT
SEEN
An exhibition focusing on religion in Coles
County.
T Greenwood School Museum
Sponsored by Coles County Historical Society in conjunction with the EIU Historical
Administration Program.

1:00 P.M.
LATIN PERCUSSION
ENSEMBLE
A fantastic collection of rhythms
that will bring out the festival
spirit in everyone.
T Outdoor Stage

B#SHARPE
An outstanding a cappella group performing
classic songs.
T Outdoor Stage

4:00 P.M.
TONY BEU & KUTCHIE
Chicago's Hottest Reggae Band! Grammy
nominee! What else needs to be said?
T Outdoor Stage
Sponsored by the University Board MiniConcert Committee and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfo-

nia

FOOD BOOTHS OPEN
THEPUGHT
OF PUMPERSNEE
Join Prince Frederick and all his friends as
they take the noble quest to save the Kingdom of Pumpersnee from a horrible fate,
Winter forever!
Admission: $1
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts Center

EIU JAZZ IAB COMBO
Jazz literature from the 40s to the 90s
T Outdoor Stage

FILM LECTURE: BIRTH OF A NATION
An examination of D.W. Griffith's classic
motion picture and its view of racism and the
post Civil War Reconstruction period.
T Booth Library Lecture Hall

10:00 A.M.
ART BOOTHS OPEN
CH/WREN'S CORNER

11:30 A.M.

FUN FOR ALL AGES
BUTTON MAKING
CRAFTS
FACE PAINTING
Admission: $4
T Located at the comer of Hayes Street and
South Seventh Street

FOOD BOOTHS OPEN

1994 GRADUATE ART
EXHIBITION
Contemporary art in a variety of media
Main Galleries
T Tarble Arts Center

AMISH OF ILUNOIS
Documentary photographs, quilts and other
folk arts.
Brainard Gallery
T Tarble Arts Center
.' .

CELEBRATE QUILTS!
Open invitational exhibition of 100 quilts.
The $2 admission includes a free program
and the following demonstrations:

Applique Quilting
by Phyllis Norton of Toledo, IL

Quilting

2:30 P.M.

11 :00 A.M.

by the Oakleaf Quilters of Oakland, IL

Quiltworks
Ink Drawing by Carol Renoir
(10:00-Noon) and (1:00-2:00 p.m.)
Quick Piecing
by Kathryn Stewart, 3-5 p.m.
T Grand Ballroom, MLK University Union
Co-sponsored by Quiltworks, Charleston
Area Arts Council, and Tarble Arts Center

FOLK ARTS SHOWCASE
WOOD CARVING by David Horsman
BLACKSMITHING by Jobie Spencer
CHAIRCANING by Tom Burcham
WHITTLING by Andy Anderson
ROPEMAKINGbyVemeBear

KARALIACI'A
Traditional folk music from Ecuador, Peru
and Bolivia. This seven member group will
be performing throughout the festival
grounds

12:00 NOON

THE SUBSTANCE OF THINGS HOPED
FOR, THE EVIDENCE OF THINGS NOT
SEEN
An exhibition focusing on religion in Coles
County.
T Greenwood School Museum · · •
Sponsored by Coles County Historical Society in conjunction with the EIU Historical
Administration Program.

GIASSBWWING DEMONSTRATION
William Boysen of Southern
Illinois University-Carbondale's School of Art & Design
T Located between Doudna
Fine Arts Center
and the Outdoor Stage
Co-sponsored by the EIU Art

by

RAE NELL SPENCER
Original water color and realistic
landscapes and florals. Also abstract
realism of leaves and floral.

The Whistlesmith

Old World Folk Art

Drop by and see our fine

by Carol Douglas

Uopper
Mol.I.ll"tain. A..r-ts

0CARINA5''

Robert & Leslie Gustafson

(608) 625-2510

Hand crafted wind chimes,
bird feeders, wall seances,
outdoor lighting and ·
one of kind art pieces

I've Got Rhythm
A look at the rhythm section.
duction to Orff

Toot Your Own Hom
An introduction to the instrument

Crazy for Computers
Beginning theory and other musical
T Lower level, Doudna Fine Arts
Sponsored by ISMTA/ICMEA

SHEEP SHEARING
. by Richard Crome

THE PUGHT OF PUMPERSNEE
Join Prince Frederick and all his
they take the noble quest to save
dom of Pumpersnee from a ho ·
Winter forever!
Admission: $1
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts

1:30 P.M.
EIU MARIMBA ORCHESTRA
Classical, Ragtime and Spanish

SUDE LECTURE:
THE EVOLUTION OF A QUIL

217/877-3537

14

Olga Abella
Mark
Linda Calendrillo
Mary H
Jolm Guzlowski
Michael
Carol Schmudde
Mary M
Ray Schmudde
David
T Tarble Arts Center
Sponsored by the EIU Department
and KARAMU, A Magazine of
and Ideas

.... Dvorak Concert Hall

Marie C. Moore

(217) 345-7325

1:00 P.M.
FACULTY POETRY READING
1:00 ~ion
2:00
•

Club and the Tad>le Arts

Traditional Scottish Pipe Music performing
marches, strathspeys, and reels. Led by Pipe
Major Craig Aune and Drum Sgt. Andrew
Lockwood
Sponsored by American Legion Post #318
Morton, Illinois
T Performing on the Street

See the new painting

A thrilling display of skill and
T Performing on the Street

THE INTERNATIONAL FAIR
The culture of 22 countries will be experienced through demonstrations, displays,
videos, slide presentations, calligraphy, and
more. Admission: Free
T Buzzard Education Building

"FLEECE TO SHAWL"

STOP BY AND SEE
MY NEW POTS

DEAD JUGGLERS SOCIETY

An excellent introduction to
ful world of music. Perfec
young CELEBRATION visitor
grade).
We Sing
Singing and playing game songs

THE PUGHT OF PUMPERSNEE

Old f1 New Friends

EIU HARP ENSEMBLE
The beautiful sounds of EIU harp
T Dvorak Concert Hall,
Doudna Fine Arts Center

DISCOVERING MUSIC

MORTON HIGHLANDER
PIPE BAND

Heyduck Stoneware

Folk music and songs from
Middle East, and Asia Mi
songs performed on traditi
instruments.
T Outdoor Stage

See what artist Mark Krehbiel can do with
over 40,000 Lego building blocks.
T Entrance to the Doudna
Fine Arts Center

Sponson:d by the Tad>le Arts Center
Spinning and we~ving
demonstration by the
Countryside Spinners and
Weavers Guild
T Front of Health Service

12:30 P.M.
JUTTA & THE HI-DUKES

LEGO SCULPTURE

6:00 P.M.
Join Prince Frederick and all his friends as
they take the noble quest to save the Kingdom of Pumpersnee from a horrible fate,
Winter forever!
·
Admission: $1
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts Center

1

A special presentation by natio
nized quilt artist Suzanne Mars
ton, Missouri.
Admission: $3
T Charleston/Mattoon Room,
MLK University Union.

SOUNDZATI
MUSIC

(Decatur, IL)

Sterling silver and 14 karat gold jewelry
Contact: B.A. Minoan

-:&•4•..88•@!jD••
Campbellsport, Wisconsin

George E
Wood puzzles
that the kid in eve
will enjoy.

cowboy poet with tall tales and

WOF
f\LTABLES"
by Dann Nardi
Hall (west side)
y the Lumpkin College of Busilied Sciences

6:30 P.M.

12:00 NOON

1:30 P.M.

ALUMNI RECEPTION
T Dvorak Concert Hall
Co-sponsored by the EIU Alumni Association and the College of Arts & Humanities

GLASSBWWING DEMONSTRATION
William Boysen of Southern Illinois University-Carbondale's School of Art & Design.
T Located between Doudna Fine Arts Center
and the Outdoor Stage
Co-sponsored by the EIU Art Club and the
Tarble Arts

THE WATERWO GERMAN BAND
Get into the Bavarian spirit with "Oom Paa
Paa" music, polkas and waltzes and a little
swing
T Outdoor Stage

7:30 P.M.

far off magical land of

THE E/U COUEGIANS
Selected Broadway, jazz and contemporary
rock tunes are on the evenings menu. Guaranteed to be enjoyed by all!
Admission:
$4 (adults), $3 (seniors & children) and
$2 (students)
T Dvorak Concert Hall,
Doudna Fine Arts Center

woe, the Blarney players will
you along with their wonderful

9:00 P.M.

display of skill and concentra-

.

I

rStage

JUGGLERS SOCIETY
· g display of skill and concentration
· g on the Street

CH/WREN'S CORNER
FUN FOR ALL AGES
BUTION MAKING
CRAFTS
FACE PAINTING
Admission: $4
T Located at the corner of Hayes Street and
South Seventh Street
CELEBRATE QUILTS
Open invitational exhibition of 100 quilts,The
$2 admission includes a free program and the
following demonstrations:
Quilting Demonstration
by the Oakleaf Quilters of Oakland, IL
QUILTWORKS DEMONSTRATIONS
Ink Drawing
by Carol Rennels (1:00 to 2:00 p.m.)
Pineapple Block
by Charolette Miller, (1:00-3:00 p.m.)
T MLK University Union, Grand Ballroom
Co-sponsored by Quiltworks, Charleston
Area Arts Council, and Tarble Arts Center

11 :00 A.M.
FOOD BOOTHS OPEN

ntic cowboy poet with tall tales and

GWORKSHOP
jugglers can sharpen their skills as
of the Dead Juggler's Society con-

. infonnal workshop

E/U JA7Z COMBO
Great sounds performed by music students
from the EIU Jazz Program
T Outdoor Stage

11 :30 A.M.
KARALLACTA
Traditional folk mu.s~c fror_n -] ~.Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia. This
seven member group will be per- 'J'.
forming throughout the festival · \ · f · '

k
Q ...

Q.f

8
'ece hard alternative rock band from
Id, Illinois. Direct from their coast
tour of college campuses and clubs.
·ss the one of the most exciting bands
· g circuit today!
rStage
by University Board Mini-Concert
and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia

. 03C3 l70C'Jlli
· C1@:CJ8~mg
LEBRATIOM:
A Fescival
ofcheAres
ril 21, 22 & 23, 1995

THE DEAD JUGGLERS SOCIETY
A thrilling display of skill and concentration
T Performing on the Street

' fo

1:00 P.M.

1994 GRADUATE ART
EXHIBITION
Contemporary art in a variety of media
T Main Galleries

10:00 A.M.

'gn.

12:30 P.M.

S~D~f.t1?t)f .

ART BOOTHS OPEN

to "stop, drop anq rpll!",_ I)own to
-rock with shades of ~ & B from

THE BLARNEY PLAYERS
From the far off magical land of
Oconomowoc, the.Blarney Players will entertain you along with their wonderful marionettes.
T Children's Comer

RATHSKEILER AFTER DARK
Opening Night of EIU' s coffee house and talent show. Performances include poets, performance artists, comedians, and instrumentalists.
T Rathskeller, Basement
of the MLK University Union

1•

Frederick and all his friends as
the noble quest to save the KingPumpersnee from a horrible fate,
orever! Admission: $1
tudio, Doudna Fine Arts Center

UNRIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
Coles County's own will slick back their hair
and kick-off their 1994 "Greater North American Tour" covering some of the most familiar rock songs from the '50s and '60s.
T Outdoor Stage

punds

AMISH OF ILLINOIS
Documentary photographs, quilts and other
folk arts.
Brainard Gallery
T Tarble Arts Center
STUDENT POETRY READING
Poetry readings by students whose work has
appeared in The Vehicle, Eastern' s student
literary journal.
T Tarble Arts Center
Sponsored by the EIU Department of English.
THEPUGHT
OF PUMPERSNEE
~../.:
Join Prince Frederick·ltnd all . ~ ~ ' · - ·
his friends as they take the ,..
"-!
noble quest to
save
the
.J '
Kingdom of Pumpersnee from
a horrible fate, Winter forever!
Admission: $1
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts Center
DANCE PRESENTATION
by Tara Priyadarshini
A performance of Bharathanatyam, the oldest
and most popular form of classical dance in
India. Tara Priyadarshini has won international acclaim for her brilliant performances.
Admission: Free
T Dvorak Concert Hall,
Doudna Fine Arts Center
FOLK ARTS SHOWCASE
WOOD CARVING by David Horsman
BLACKSMITHING by Jobie Spencer
CHAIRCANING by Tom Burcham
WIIlTIUNG by Andy Anderson
ROPEMAKING by Verne Bear.
Sponsored by the Tarble Arts Center

12:00 NOON
LEGO SCULPTURE
See what artist Mark Krehbiel can do with
over 40,000 Lego building blocks.
T Entrance of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center

1:00 P.M.
"FLEECE TO SHAWL"
Spinning and weaving demonstration by the
Countryside Spinners and Weavers Guild
T Front of Health Service

FOR FESTIVAL
INFORMATION

Celebrate a
magnificent milestone with

Stop by the

Eastern Illinois University's

INFORMATION BOOTH

CENTENNIAL
Celebration

in front of the

Doudna Fine Arts Center

EIU
Summer Music Camps
begin

•••••••••••••

July 10

17/581-2113·

For information:
.. - ...

Call 581-3010
~

. . ........ ._ . . .

2:00 P.M.
MONTE REICHENBERG
An authentic cowboy poet with tall tales and
short stories.
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts Center

2:30 P.M.

.

'f

THE DEAD JUGGLERS SOCIETY -) ;
A thril~ing display of skill and con- ~:t
centratton
- • · V. .
T Performing on the Street
· \ · L• '

nf',

THE BLARNEY PLAYERS
From the far off magical land of
Oconomowoc, the Blarney Players will entertain you along with their wonderful marionettes.
T Children's Corner

3:00 P.M.
I-PAN
A ten member steel drum band dedicated to
the performance of traditional and contemporary music from the West Indies, Central and
South America.
T Outdoor Stage
THE PUGHT OF PUMPERSNEE
Join Prince Frederick and all his friends as
they take the noble quest to save the Kingdom of Pumpersnee from a horrible fate,
Winter forever!
Admission: $1
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts Center

4:00 P.M.
MONTE REICHENBERG
An authentic cowboy poet with tall tales and
short stories.
T The Studio, Doudna Fine Arts Center

.

... -:.. ... :-. . . " .,,.
4:30 P.M.
ROADSIDE PROPHETS
A great trio influenced by the music of
Suzanne Vega, REM and John Mellencamp.
T Outdoor Stage
THE DEAD JUGGLERS SOCIETY
A thrilling display of skill and concentration
T Performing on the Street

5:30 P.M.
CATHERINE'S HORSE
Original, collective-retro, pop explosion performed by a four member power-house.
• Outdoor Stage

7:00 P.M.
PUTTIN' ON THE HITS
Join EIU faculty, staff, and
administrators from across
campusforthe
seventh
annual variety show, featuring
lip sync and live vocal/dance
routines and skits. It's sure to
be an evening filled with laughter and entertainment.
Don't miss it!
Admission: Free
T Dvorak Concert Hall,
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Summerfest 94
1

Kiss Me Kate
June 16-18 & 30
July 1, 2 28, 29 & 30 8 p.m.

I Do I Do
June 23-25
July 7-9, August 3 8 p.m.

Kkk off September 7, 1994

Man LaM:ancha

For more information call

July 14-16 and 21-23
August 4-6 8 p.m.

Bobbie Hilke
Centennial Coordinator

217/581-3315
.... ... ... . ..
"

Snow White
July 15, 22, 29
August 5 2 p.m.

•

•

A FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS 19
CELEBRATION
CENTRAL PLANNING COMMITTEE

CELEBRATION '94 would like to acknowledge the
generous contributions of the EIU Physical Plant
Employees, specifically the Building Service Workers, Carpenters, Electricians, Movers, Painters, and
Plumbers. You'll continual dedication and enthusiasm for CELEBRATION is greatly appreciated.

General Chair
Development
Secretaries

Daniel E. Crews
Karla Evans
Mary Jo Grasl
Linda Rogers

Programming

Art Education-Nannette Carli & Gene Harrison
Dvorak-George Sanders
Concert Hall Manager-Ryan Hourigan
Children's Activities-Marjorie Duehmig
International Fair-Brigitte Chen
Children's Theatre-Jean Wolski
Puttin' on the Hits-Carole Strode
Poetry Reading-Frank McCormick

THE PLANNING COMMITTEE GRATEFULLY
RECOGNIZES THE GENEROUS FINANCIAL
SUPPORT THAT IS CONTRIBUTED IN ORDER
TO MAKE CELEBRATION POSSIBLE.
'

Poster-Karen Wiss
Program-Karin Burrus & Karen Wiss
Editor-Frank Oglesbee
Tickets-J. Sain
Alumni Coordinator Lisa Barr
Public Information & Assistance-Ann Bacon
Mindy Glaze
Joanna Key
The Agency

THANKS TO ALL: EIU President David Jorns,
Dean James K. Johnson, Dale Bayles on Campus,
Bank of Charleston, Boatmen's National Bank, Central States Coca Cola Bottling Company (Mattoon,
Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce, Charleston
Community Bank, Charleston Federal Savings &
Loan, Charleston Times Courier, Charleston
Tourism Advisory Board, Bill Coffey & Sons Inc.,

Promotions

Mh.tk~tihgt
Conc~ions

Patti Butler
Carole Strode

Art Booths
Bill Heyduck
Food Booth
Joseph Martin
Soft Drink Booth Residence Hall Association Honorary
Site Coordinator
Environment
Parking
Sound System

Jeff Boshart
David Wolski
Jim Pierson
Z' s Music

If you would like information about

CELEBRATION:

A Festival of the Arts
Please contact the

College
of

Arts and Humanities
Public Relations Office
600 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, Illinois 61 920-3099
(2 1 7) 581-2 1 13 or (2 1 7) 581-291 7 .

r-----------------------------------------------,

Festival Information
.

0 For information about future festivals
0 To get involved in the planning
0 To make contributions
0 To become a vendor

Business _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ Zip_ __
'

Acknowledgements, thanks

lI

Telephone

----------------

1

l
lI

Celebration is hosted by the College of Arts and Humanities and sponsored by the campaign for Celebration.

L-----------------------------------------------

Special thanks

G6kEBRATION.
ART BOOTH VENDORS

'9~

Cook Printing Company, Domino's Pizza (R
Carreon), R.R. Donnelley & Sons, EIU Dep
of English, EIU History Department (Barry Ri ·
EIU Journalism Department, EIU University B
Mini Concert Committee, EMRO Propane, First
America Bank, First Mid-Illinois Bank, Gano W
ing Supplies (Linda Slaughter), KARAMU, L
Systems (Scott Cox), Illinois Arts Council, a s
agency, Illinois Consolidated Telephone Com
EIU Alumni Association, Quiltworks, EIU As
tion of International Students, Illinois Department
Commerce and Community Affairs, Bureau
Tourism, K-Mart (Robert Jeannot), Kai Kan,
Krackers, Laidlaw Waste Management Syste
Mattoon Journal Gazette, Oce Bruning I
RF1MAX Reality, Stix Restaurant & Billiards, T
mobile, Servistar Corporation, Phi Mu Alpha s·
nia, Sigma Phi Epsilon, WEIU Radio and Tel
sion (Charleston), WMCI FM & WHQQ
(Charles-ton), WTHI TV & FM (Terre Haute,
and the Campaign for CELEBRATION indivi
supporters.

ortists, fo'k ortists
ART BOOTH VENDORS

Harry Archer, Baskets, Broadlands, IL
Hector Martinez, Jewelry, Vernon Hills, IL
Duke Bagger, Photography, Charleston, IL
Douglas Mayol, Jewelry, Springfield, IL
Ken Bailey, Photography, Muncie, IN
McKee & Walker, Jewelry, Charleston, IL
Cind Bettinger, Jewelry, Charleston, IL
Darry Melton, Photography, Brighton, MI
Linda Bollenbach-Davis, Jewelry, Dawson, IL
Jill Miller, Batik, Urbana, IL
Peter Brenner, Jewelry, West Dundee, IL
Kay Miller, Watercolor, St Louis, MO
Don Brookens, Wood, Wolf Lake, IL
Larry Miller, Watercolor, Palestine, IL
Karen Cass, Batik, Linn, MO
Barb Minz, Jewelry, Campbellsport, WI
Vic Connor, Clay, Olney, IL
Marie Moore, Watercolor, Mattoon, IL
Lynn Corrie, Glass, Monticello, IL
David Mott, Clay, Charleston, IL
Crask & Taylor, Clay, Charleston, IL
Jeffry Nelson, Wood, Ossining, NY
John Culik, Etchings, Joliet, IL
David Piekarcyzk, Wood Boxes, Skandia, MI
Patricia Dale, Paintings, Peoria, IL
Cynthia Pringle, Photography, Paxton, IL
Jane Dohrmann, Cast Resin, Normal, IL
Keith Rathert, Clay, Adel, IA
Carol Douglas, Coppersmith, East Moline, IL
Rough Forged Metals, Forged Metals, Brasstown,
Dreamweaver, Jewelry, Kirkwood, MO
Duffy Sadorus, Wood Sculpture Mt Zion, IL
Michael Drzik, Wearable Sculpture, Wheatfield, IN
Douglas Schmidt, Clay, La Porte, IN
Joel Eaves, Wood Toys, Kenosha, WI
Susan Seymour, Glass, Wauwatosa, WI
George Efta, Wood Puzzles, South Bend, IN
Rae Neil Spencer, Watercolor, Decatur, IL
Cindy El.nlan, Glass, Crystal Lake, IL
Lora Summerville, Clay, Casey, IL
Joe Ethridge, Photography, Charleston, IL
Marilyn Truitt, Watercolor, Brimfield, IL
Beverly Fagan, Jewelry, Urbana, IL
Paul Umfleet, Wood, Lawrenceville, IL
Emilee Felknor, Watercolor, Brentwood, MO
Don Vonderheide, Wood, Centralia, IL
Nancy Fermanian, Jewelry, Mahomet, IL
Beverly Ward, Handmade Paper, Hoopeston, IL
Diann Fletcher, Clay, Charleston, IL
Mary Watson, Jewelry, Prospect Hts, IL
Pam & Tim Frye, Clay, Shumway, IL
Jay Wennersten, Etchings, Rockford, IL
Al Glienke, Photography, Oak Park, IL
Ernie & Debbie Whitworth, Jewelry, Charleston, IL
Christian & Kim Gohl, Clay, St Louis, MO
Hilda Kidd-Wiesenmeyer, Clay, Decatur, IL
Dean Grethey, Painting, Washington, IL
Victoria Woolen-Danner, Jewelry, Oiarleston, IL
Bob & Leslie G_ustafson, Clay Whistles, La Farge, WI Jacqueline Worden, Clay, Charleston, IL
Gutowski-Smith-Lugar, Clay, Charleston, IL
Phyllis Zajicek, Jewelry, Bloomington, IN
Rebecca Grosser, Weaving, Champaign, IL
Gary Ziegler, Jewelry, Lake Geneva, WI
Doris Hafeli, Fiber, Centralia, IL
Sherry Harris, Watercolor, Sulliv~. IL
FOLK ARTISTS
Cali Hobgood-Lemme, Photography, Urbana, IL
Andy Anderson, Whittling
Bill Heyduck, Clay, Charleston, IL
. Verne Bear, Rope Making
Linda Isaacson, Jewelry, Normal, IL
Tom Burcham, Chaircaning
Penny Jones, Clay, Blue Grass, IA
David Horsman, Wood Carving
Maggie Joyce, Jewelry, Chicago, IL
Jobie Spencer, Blacksmithing
Kantor & Webster, Fiber, Cary, IL
Countryside Spinners and Weavers Guild
Phil Kruzich, Wood Carvings, Catlin, IL
Cary & Michele Lindsey, Dough Magnets, Fenton, MO
Henry Litchfield, Forged Metal, Peoria, IL

